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(54) Improved jack and plug

(57) A plug and jack adapted to fit together with the
plug releasably secured in the jack by detent means, so
that plug electrical contacts carried by the plug are in

electrical connection with jack electrical contacts carried
by the jack, wherein spring means (34) are provided
which act between the plug and the jack to limit or elim-
inate movement of the secured plug relative to the jack.
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Description

[0001] This invention relates to an improved plug and
jack, particularly, but not exclusively, of the kind well
known in telecommunications and data transmission sys-
tems, which are adapted to fit together with the plug re-
leasably secured in the jack by detent means, so that
plug electrical contacts carried by the plug are in electrical
connection with jack electrical contacts carried by the
jack. In well known forms of these plugs and jacks, the
electrical contacts are curved springy strips of metal that
make electrical connection to each other within an inter-
face zone extending over a certain length of contact
strips.
[0002] With the currently increasing demand for higher
data transmission speeds, it is highly desirable to im-
prove the quality of plug and jack connections in order
to reduce or avoid unwanted interference with the signals
at such connect points.
[0003] The present invention accordingly provides a
plug and jack adapted to fit together with the plug releas-
ably secured in the jack by detent means, so that plug
electrical contacts carried by the plug are in the electrical
connection with jack electrical contacts carried by the
jack, wherein spring means are provided which act be-
tween the plug and the jack to limit or eliminate movement
of the secured plug relative to the jack.
[0004] The plug and jack according to this invention
have the advantage that the spring means reduces or
eliminates looseness of the plug fit within the jack, thus
tending to reduce relative movement of the plug and jack
contacts which could otherwise detract from the quality
of the electrical connection in the contact interface zone.
Well known jacks and plugs, for example of the RJ45
type, are designed with some clearance allowing inser-
tion of the plug sufficiently far into the jack to engage a
shoulder of a resilient latch lever with a retaining surface
of the jack housing, as is well known. This arrangement
normally results in some clearance space permitting for-
ward and back movement of the plug to a small extent
within the jack after the latch has been secured, and var-
iations in manufacturing tolerances and ambient temper-
ature can add to the potential movement of the plug within
the jack. The spring means provided according to the
present invention can be arranged so that it takes up all
of such clearance space and permanently applies stabi-
lizing pressure between the plug and the jack to resist
movement of the secured plug. Alternatively the spring
means may be arranged to take up only part of the afore-
mentioned clearance space, as will be explained further
on.
[0005] In preferred embodiments of this invention, the
spring means is arranged to be deformable in the direc-
tion of insertion of the plug into the jack, and recovers to
urge the plug in the opposite direction after the plug has
been secured in the jack. It follows that the spring means
is preferably located between the end of the jack cavity
facing the plug and the front end of the plug when inserted

in the cavity, but the spring means could be located else-
where, for example alongside the plug or even at the rear
end of the plug. It may be especially convenient to form
the spring means integrally with a part of the jack or plug,
for example in the form of at least one springy arm pro-
jecting from a portion of the jack or plug. Separate forms
of spring, for example coil or leaf springs, may be used
if desired. It is preferred that the spring means is carried
by the jack. It may readily be seen that the spring means
could be carried by or incorporated in the plug, but this
is not preferred, in order to keep the plug design simple
and lightweight. The spring means, in whatever form is
chosen, is preferably located at the end of the jack cavity
facing the plug, as aforesaid.
[0006] In preferred jack and plug assemblies accord-
ing to the invention, the plug is releasably latched into
the jack housing, usually by engagement of a shoulder
on the resilient plug latch lever with a latching surface of
the jack housing. The spring means urges the plug to-
wards or against the latch engagement to reduce or elim-
inate clearance space which would otherwise permit un-
desired relative movement between the plug and the
jack, that could detract from the quality of the desired
electrical connection. The invention is especially useful
in plug and jack assemblies for telecommunications or
data signalling systems. Preferred forms of the invention
specifically include the jack alone carrying the spring
means for use in a plug and jack assembly as described
above. A specific embodiment of the present invention
will now be described by way of example, with reference
to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 shows in perspective a plug and jack of
known kind;
Figure 2 shows a jack housing of known kind;
Figure 3 shows a plastic frame contact carrier to be
inserted in the jack housing of figure 2, with spring
means according to the present invention integral
with the frame;
Figure 4 shows a sub-assembly of the contact frame
of figure 3 together with a body carrying wire - re-
ceiving contacts of known kind;
Figure 5 shows in cross section the sub-assembly
of figure 4 fitted into a jack housing similar to that of
figure 2, with a plug of known kind inserted in the
jack cavity to the maximum extent allowed by com-
pression of the spring means according to the inven-
tion;
Figure 6 shows in cross section a plug and jack as-
sembly similar to that of figure 5 where the spring
means according to the invention has recovered to
take up some, but not all, of the clearance between
the jack housing and the engaging shoulder of the
plug latch lever; and
Figure 7 shows a similar plug and jack assembly in
which the spring means according to the invention
has taken up substantially all of the clearance be-
tween the plug and the jack housing.
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[0007] Referring to the drawings, figure 1 shows a jack
housing 10 and plug 20 of known kind. The housing 10
encloses a cavity 12 within which the jack electrical con-
tacts allocated (not visible in this view) to make electrical
connection with the plug contacts 22 when the plug is
inserted into the jack cavity. The jack housing has a re-
cess 14 which receives the latch lever 24 of the plug, and
a shoulder 16, which engages a latching shoulder (not
visible in this view) of the plug latch lever 24, as know
per se.
[0008] Figure 2 shows a schematic side view of a jack
housing of generally known kind, in which the jack elec-
trical contacts will be contained within the length indicat-
ed as X1, and into which plugs will be inserted from the
left hand end of the housing as shown in this view.
[0009] Figure 3 shows a moulded plastics contact car-
rier 30 having a tray formation with recesses 32 within
which the jack contacts will be located, and an upstanding
frame part of the carrier 30 includes springy arms 34
which constitute the spring means according to the
present invention in this embodiment.
[0010] Figure 4 shows the carrier 30 of figure 3 with its
spring arms 34, pre-assembled together with a wiring
body 40 from which project rearwardly wire-receiving
contacts 42 of the usual insulation-displacing kind. The
forward-projecting part of the support frame 30 has jack
contacts 36 positioned in the recesses 32, and the pre-
ferred electrical connection region of these contacts,
which will make electrical connection with the plug con-
tacts in use, is indicated by the oval 38.
[0011] Figure 5 shows in cross section the sub-assem-
bly of figure 4 comprising the jack contact support frame
30 and the body 40 with wire-receiving contacts 42, in-
serted in a jack housing 50 somewhat similar to that
shown in figure 2, and with a plug 20 inserted in the jack
cavity that has been opened by hinged movement of the
protective lid 51 of the housing, as known per se. The
plug contacts (not shown in this view) make connection
with the jack contact 36. The wire-carrying cables, that
are in practice attached to the plug 20 at the left of this
view and to the wire-receiving contacts 42 at the right of
this view, have been omitted for simplicity. The plug 20
is shown inserted to the maximum possible extent in the
jack cavity, so that the spring arms 34 of the support
frame 30 are compressed against the front surface of the
plug 20 in a plug/spring interface region 35. This allows
the plug 20 to enter far enough into the jack cavity for the
latching shoulder 26 of the plug latch lever 24 to clear
the corresponding latching shoulder 52 of the jack hous-
ing 50 in order to latch the plug within the jack. In this
example, with maximum plug insertion, a gap Gee be-
tween the respective latching shoulders 26 and 52 is at
its maximum.
[0012] In figure 6, the spring arms 34 of figure 5 recover
in the plug/spring interface region 35 only far enough to
push the plug back to the left (as illustrated) to reduce
the gap gee between the respective latching shoulders
26 and 52, thus reducing the clearance space for move-

ment of the plug relative to the jack and so reducing the
risk of such movement adversely affecting the quality of
electrical connection within the connection region 38
shown in figure 4.
[0013] Figure 7 correspondingly shows the situation
where the recovery of the spring arms 34 within the in-
terface region 35 has reduced the gap Gee between the
respective latching shoulders 26 any 52 substantially to
zero thus resisting any movement of the plug which could
detract from the connection quality. In this embodiment,
the plug would, of course, still be able to move against
the resilient force of the arm 34, but free play movement
of the plug is substantially eliminated. The resilience of
the arm 34 and some natural resilience in the plug and
housing materials (usually plastics) enables disengage-
ment of the respective latching shoulders 26 and 52 upon
downward movement of the plug latching lever 24 as
shown in this view.

Claims

1. A plug and jack adapted to fit together with the plug
releasably secured in the jack by detent means, so
that plug electrical contacts carried by the plug are
in electrical connection with jack electrical contacts
carried by the jack, wherein spring means are pro-
vided which act between the plug and the jack to limit
or eliminate movement of the secured plug relative
to the jack.

2. A plug and jack according to claim 1, wherein the
spring means is arranged to be deformable in the
direction of insertion of the plug into the jack and to
urge the plug in the opposite direction after the plug
is secured in the jack.

3. A plug and jack according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the spring means is integral with part of the jack or
plug.

4. A jack and plug according to any of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the spring means comprises at least one
resilient flexible arm projecting from a part of the jack
or plug.

5. A plug and jack according to any preceding claim,
wherein the spring means is carried by the jack.

6. A plug and jack according to claim 5, wherein the
spring means is positioned at the end of the jack
cavity facing the plug.

7. A plug and jack according to any preceding claim,
wherein the plug has a resilient latch that engages
a latching surface of the jack, and the spring means
urges the plug towards or against the latching sur-
face of the jack.
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8. A jack and plug according to any preceding claim
suitable for telecommunications or data transmis-
sions systems.

9. The jack of a plug and jack according to claim 5,
which jack is supplied separately from the plug.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A plug (20) and jack (50) adapted to fit together
with the plug releasably secured in the jack by detent
means (24,26,52), so that plug electrical contacts
(22) carried by the plug are in electrical connection
with jack electrical contacts (36) carried by the jack,
wherein spring means are provided which act be-
tween the plug and the jack to limit or eliminate move-
ment of the secured plug relative to the jack, char-
acterised in that the spring means (34) is arranged
to be deformable in the direction of insertion of the
plug into the jack and to urge the plug in the opposite
direction after the plug is secured in the jack.

2. A plug and jack according to claim 1, wherein the
spring means is integral with part of the jack or plug.

3. A jack and plug according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the spring means comprises at least one resilient
flexible arm projecting from a part of the jack or plug.

4. A plug and jack according to any preceding claim,
wherein the spring means is carried by the jack.

5. A plug and jack according to claim 4, wherein the
spring means is positioned at the end of the jack
cavity facing the plug.

6. A plug and jack according to any preceding claim,
wherein the plug has a resilient latch that engages
a latching surface of the jack, and the spring means
urges the plug towards or against the latching sur-
face of the jack.

7. A jack and plug according to any preceding claim
suitable for telecommunications or data transmis-
sions systems.

8. The jack of a plug and jack according to claim 5,
which jack is supplied separately from the plug.
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